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Revised Edition uploaded 6/27/17*A/N* NOT meant for the faint of heart, contains very dark themes.

Please read the preface before purchasing. This is NOT a romance* Everyone knows the story

where the beautiful girl gets taken by a monster.The one where the monster ends up being some

poor tortured soul with a fucked up past.Love prevails, and then they live happily ever fucking

after.Well, this is my story and it isn't a fairytale. I loved my monster too.But that was before he took

me. My reality is dark. His demons are darker. *Complete Trilogy*
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This is a very dark read and is not for the faint of hearts ,read the blurb ,before purchasing, this book

. It's clearly stated what type of book this is. There was some parts that were pretty rough for even

me. Monster with a beautiful face and body but still a dark one. No knight in shining armor in this

read. Happy reading!



So I didn't see the ending coming at all. Ypu definitely don't want to miss out on this twisted story.

There are many parts that are hard to handle but you just can't look away because you have to

know what is going to happen. So many secrets in this twisted webb that Natalie has created. This

is a must read.

This book was very dark but sexy and yummy at the same time. I could understand Morgana a lot.

Julian was just sick and sexy in his own way. This is my first book I have read by this author and

can't wait to read more. If you love dark erotica this series is a must read.

The tormented heroine is pulled into a black hole of wicked, evil, demented souls where she

questions her sanity and identity as well the sanity of those around her. This dark tale is plagued

with fundamental betrayals. The powers of nurture are on display as the male lead controls the

family snuff film business while his diabolical plans for the heroine are finally revealed. There are

vile twisted twist. Hardcore BDSM. Definitely not a book for the faint of heart.

So why three stars? Here it is:1. Malapropisms galore, example, faculty instead of facility; "laid me

beneath him on the cold kitchen lament

I think this has to be the worst book I've ever (tried) to read. I've never, until now, wanted to give a

book 0* but if I could, I would. At 6% it was already feeling like a dud; wrong words used; poor

spelling; nonsensical writing. At the beginning the 'author' tells us what to expect in her book

-"sadomachoism". When I saw this, there was little doubt as to what was coming, and I was right. At

6% I'm wanting to throw in the towel but made myself keep going. Then at 8% I'm pissing myself

laughing; embarrassed for the person responsible. At 10% there's no way I could go on."I knew he

was indubitably aware of his attractiveness.""...launched his entreperunal blimp...""I know you've

talked about this before but not with any real consignment,"I'm no prude but how this tripe got past

the  Censors when so many excellent books don't, is beyond me: "I wished I were the one wielding

the surgical knife. So many ideas circled in my head. Remove her c***, f*** her with the knife, and

taste her." Disgusting. Not even 'good' slash/horror.If you're expecting any explanations here - don't

- because they're thin on the ground. Names pop up all over the place; characters appear for no

reason. Totally bizarre. The 'author' spells her FMC's name wrong. And so it goes. In a truly good

story some SPaG errors/omissions can be forgiven, but this is simply too awful for words. Really, we



would do the writer a huge favour by telling the truth. She does need to stick with the day job; write

but please don't publish. Please.

This book was BRUTAL! Anyone with a weak stomach should stay away because Natalie Bennett

has one colorful imagination for torture and death! The more twisted and disturbing the scenes are,

however, the more I love it because I'm sick in the head! But even my stomach was a little on the

queasy side at times!Mercy Bound Released was a decent story, however at best. I felt that

elements were "thrown in" and not executed well. For example Bailey's character. I'm just confused

and that's all I can say about that without giving anything away. I was hoping for a little more

background earlier in the book, or even in general on some of the characters, so I would be able to

understand personal connections better. This is told in mostly Morgana's POV, but you do get a bit

of Julian's POV as well. I would have loved to climb into Julian's head more.With all that said, Mercy

Bound Released was a psychological thriller to say the least and absolutely had my brain in

corkscrews (which is what I enjoy most) so Natalie did a fantastic job on keeping me guessing and

wanting MORE! If you're into fast-paced, very dark elements and some seriously HOT scenes then

get reading!3 out of 5 DAMN YOU'RE CRAZY Blushes!

While I had read the first part, Mercy, back when it was a separate novella....I actually did reread it

since it had been a while. I was unable to put this book down. I truly loved every sick, twisted

moment in Bennett's latest book.This book has definitely made it into one of my top reads of 2017,

just as I predicted. There was never a dull moment with Morgana and Julian. I was kept up on my

toes the whole time. Once I thought I had the dark secrets figured out, I was so wrong. So, so

wrong.They fit so perfect together in the most excruciating ways. Without one, there isn't the other.

They're both broken, yet they compliment each other, all on the way to self-destruction.If you read

one dark series this year, let it be this one. Outstanding work!
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